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VV Cruise Insights

VesselsValue (VV) has agreed to supply exclusively to International Cruise Ship 
Industry a monthly breakdown of the cruise shipping sector, compiled by Cruise 
Analyst, Guy Cooper. 

The data and comment in the first of the monthly analyses are current up to the end of May this 
year and shows just how this sector has been impacted by COVID-19. 

Figures 1&2: Global fleet breakdown by number of vessels and value in USD billions

Fleet Overview

Figures 1 and 2 show the global cruise fleet by number of vessels and total value. 
VesselsValue categorises a ‘Mega Cruise’ ship as being greater than 175,000 gt, a ‘Small 
Cruise’ ship being less than 50,000 gt and a ‘Large Cruise’ ship falling between the two. 

Analysing the graphics, the global cruise fleet is composed of 468 vessels, worth over $120 
bill. Some 83 of these cruise ships are currently on order, due to be delivered between 2021 
and 2028. 

Mega cruise ships make up 6.8% of the total fleet by number, but their reach in capacity and 
value is significantly higher. The 32 mega cruise ships account for 20% of the global capacity 
and 17% of the total cruise fleet value. It is also worth noting that out of the total, 20 are on 
order. 

Large cruise ships are similarly matched by number of vessels to small cruise ships. However, 
large cruise ships dominate the market by global carrying capacity, accounting for 70% of 
passenger capacity. The large cruise ship fleet value of $76.42 bill, makes up 61% of the total 
fleet value. 

Despite the high number of small cruise ships, they have the highest average age of 19 years 
and interestingly the lowest market share in capacity and value at 11% and 16%, 
respectively.
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Fleet Development

Figure 3 shows the development of the cruise ship fleet since 2000, by number of vessels. Red 
bars indicate the numbers of vessels delivered that year, whilst the yellow bars indicate the 
number of vessels removed from the fleet. The grey line indicates the overall fleet growth.

Figure 3: Cruise fleet development 2000-2028.

Between 2000 and 2013, the fleet steadily increased from 339 vessels to 485. Between 2014 and 
2018, growth quickened as the demand for cruising rose exponentially. 

The year 2019 saw an unprecedented 54 cruise ships delivered, following large ordering sprees 
from owners in the previous years. 

Leading into 2020, the global cruise fleet had nearly doubled in number, following an impressive 
20 years of expansion. The number of passengers in 2019 had also peaked, orders had slowed, 
and scrapping was stable. The fundamentals were looking very positive for the industry.

Then the COVID-19 pandemic struck the industry, halting operations across the globe and forcing 
owners to lay up entire fleets. For the first time, fleet growth began to plateau. The number of 
cruise ships delivered in 2020 was down 33% from the year before, and 2020’s scrapping 
numbers were up 200%, compared to 2019. 

Transactions
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Figure 4 shows the number of cruise ship orders placed each year and the total value.

Similar to fleet development, ordering grew rapidly between 2014 and 2018 as owners rushed to 
the shipyards to meet the ever growing passenger demand for cruising. Between 2014 and 2018, 
a staggering 143 vessels were ordered, totalling $82 bill. 
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Figure 4: Cruise ship newbuild ordering history, 2010-2021.

Ordering quickly slowed in 2019, down 58%, compared to 2018 (by number of vessels). Due to 
the global pandemic, the 2020 orderbook hit rock bottom levels, with only five vessels ordered 
with a total worth of $635 mill. 

So far this year, Japanese owner Asuka Cruises has ordered a large luxury cruise ship at the 
world’s biggest cruise ship newbuilding yard, Meyer Werft. The ship is set for delivery in 2025 and 
is worth around $500 mill. 

There are two directions that VesselsValue see scheduled deliveries taking. The first is global fleet 
renewal, with the new, more efficient and environmentally friendly cruise ships replacing the 
older tonnage. This would lead to an increase in scrapping, as owners balance out the supply and 
demand.

The second scenario would be more delays and even the risk of cancellations of current orders, 
as the heavy supply of Cruise ships outnumbers the physical ability to cruise.
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Figure 5 shows the number of Cruise ships bought and sold each year, with total spend in USD 
million.

The cruise industry is well known for being an extremely illiquid market in the S&P sector. For 
example, between 2000 and 2019, only 173 transactions occurred, this is an average of less than 
10 a year.

However, this average was blown out the water when 2020 saw a record breaking 27 vessels sold 
- a direct result of the industry being thrown into turmoil, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
global halt to operations dried up cruise companies’ revenue streams, leaving them with three 
options - 1) Lay up the fleet and hope for a swift and quick recovery, 2) Sell off tonnage for 
further trading, or 3) Scrap.

Both of the latter options would help significantly reduce lay up costs and raise immediate cash 
for any remaining vessels in the fleet.
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Figure 5: Cruise ship sales and purchase history, 2010-2021.

Several owners opted for option two, which saw S&P activity ramp up throughout 2020. 
Unfortunately, the vessels were being sold at all time low prices, forcing asset valuations 
drastically downwards. 

However, the low sale prices being achieved on the secondhand market also presented an 
opportunity for new players to enter the cruise market. Sea Jets took full advantage of the low 
sale prices, snapping up five cruise ships through 2020 and a more recent purchase in January, 
2021. The Greek ferry owner now owns five cruise ships, after scrapping one of its recent 
purchases in India. 

Demolition 

Figure 6 shows the number of cruise ships sold for demolition each year, by number and total 
value.

Figure 6: Cruise ship demolition history, 2010-2021.
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Historically, cruise ships were seldom sold for scrap. Typically, they were converted into floating 
restaurants or hotels. Last year broke the mould, with scrapping numbers setting an all-time high 
at 11 vessels scrapped. 

Activity and demand have been at an all-time low. To save on layup costs and free up cash flow 
for incoming deliveries, the major operators chose to scrap their older, less efficient vessels. This 
trend continued into 2021, with five vessels having been scrapped thus far.

At the start of 2020, Turkish yards emerged as the first choice for operators wishing to scrap 
their older units. This was largely a result of near proximity but also due to the fact Turkey and 
Europe were open for business when yards in the far east were facing COVID related closures. 

Later in the year this changed, with prices in the Indian sub-continent bouncing back as yards 
reopened

Trade
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Figure 7 shows the average speed of the global live cruise fleet, in knots.

Figure 7: Cruise fleet average speeds, 2012-2021.

The global cruise fleet has always remained active, historically the average speed has rarely 
fluctuated far from 14 knots. This dramatically dropped in March, 2020, to around 10 knots as 
lockdowns were imposed around the world and the CDC implemented its ‘No Sail Order’ on 14th

March, 2020. 

With US waters at the epicentre of the cruising world, it is imperative that the CDC continues to 
do all it can to get cruises up and running again.
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Port Calls

Figure 8 shows the number of ports calls in May, 2020 vs May, 2021.

Figure 8: Top 15 port calls, May, 2020 vs May, 2021

The number of port calls rose significantly in European countries for May, 2021. The Italian port 
of Civitavecchia is up an incredible 580% as cruise companies begin to resume sailings. The 
Norwegian Fjords have also increased dramatically in number of port calls. 

Figure 9 compares the number of port calls over a one year period, from May. 2020 and May. 
2021.

Figure 9: Top 10 port calls, past year.

The above table portrays the impact COVID-19 has had on cruising activity. May, 2020 – June, 
2019 saw over 1,000 calls at Miami, which then plummeted 70% to only 318 calls. European 
port activity was also down around 50%, as more and more cruises were forced into warm lay 
up and non-profit moving. Come the end of the year, the real indicator for the industry will be 
port calls, especially compared to 2019, 2020 and 2021.


